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� Introduction

Many industries over the past two decades have discovered the bene�ts of improving e��
ciency by examining the routing and scheduling decisions involved in their businesses� Better
routing and scheduling allows these businesses to achieve savings in their costs and� often�
times� an expansion in their service capabilities� The home health care industry in the United
States is a growing service industry that must perform scheduling and�or routing tasks on
a daily basis� A Fortune �		 company expressed its interests towards the future in home
health care� They envision one company providing service for a large area and employing
many health care providers with whom it can communicate remotely� By using technology to
relay schedule information and patient reports� companies eliminate the need for employees
to travel to a central o�ce everyday� This setup describes many existing companies� except
that the service region is broken up into several smaller local problems which are then solved
by hand� While this may work� the potential for savings involved in �nding a better solution
over a larger service area is considerable�

The problem discussed in this paper is posed in the context of a home health care problem�
Despite the fact that in this industry� health care is provided by many quali�ed individuals
such as registered nurses� physical therapists and home health aides� for notational simplicity�
we will refer to the employees as simply nurses� The only di
erentiation that we make
is between salaried workers �full�time nurses� and non�salaried workers �part�time nurses��
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Salaried workers are paid for a full�time shift everyday� whether or not they are scheduled
to work the entire time� They are paid overtime if they are required to work for longer
than the standard shift length� Part�time nurses are paid by the hour� The di
erences
in the nurses� quali�cations are represented by a binary relationship with each patient� a
nurse�patient pair is thus� either a feasible match or an infeasible match� Accordingly� the
nurse may be scheduled to visit the patient� or he or she may not� Additionally� a company
in this industry would like to not only satisfy a customer�s need for health care� but also
keep the customer happy by providing dependable service �i�e� providing health care when
the customer requests it�� Thus� most home health care companies allow the customer to
specify a time window during which he or she will be at home awaiting the requested care� In
summary� the problem is to �nd an optimal schedule such that each nurse that is scheduled
to work leaves from his or her home� visits a set of �feasible� patients within their time
windows� takes a lunch break within the nurse�s lunch time window� and returns home� all
within the nurse�s time window �which indicates the times during which the nurse is willing
to work� and within the known limit on the length of a shift� The optimal schedule minimizes
the amount of overtime and part�time worked�

This type of problem is not unique to the home health care industry� One example of the
same type of problem is what Caseau and Koppstein ��� called the task�technician assignment
problem� This problem involves assigning repairmen to sets of tasks� Each technician has
a speci�ed starting and ending location� The task must be executed within a time window
and the technician must have the appropriate skills to perform the task� The goal is to
maximize the amount of work by minimizing the amount of travel needed� He describes
�nding solutions with an expert system by dividing the problem into � subproblems� the
matching of tasks to technicians and the scheduling of each technician�s tour� This problem
is essentially the same structure as the home health care problem we have described� One
di
erence is that in their problem each repairman�job pair has a match score rather than
a binary relationship� in this way permitting less quali�ed matches� The authors� decision
to approach this problem heuristically was based on their having many di
erent levels on
which to judge the quality of any solution� making it di�cult to determine the meaning of
optimal�

The home health care problem is� more generally� a vehicle routing problem with time
windows �VRPTW�� many depots� and compatibility information� It has many depots since
each nurse�s home acts as a depot housing a single vehicle �i�e� nurse� where a route must
start and end� Several good survey articles on the topic of vehicle routing both with and
without time windows are found in Desrochers et al� ���� Fisher �	� and Desrosiers et al� ����
Although there is a signi�cant amount of literature involving vehicle routing problems with
time windows� most of the problems considered have a central depot� rather than multiple
depots� Multiple depot problems tend not to consider time windows as side constraints� In
���� Laporte� Nobert and Arpin ��� solved several symmetrical� multi�depot capacitated
vehicle routing problems that ranged in size from �� to �	 nodes� In this case� their algorithm�
which did not allow for time windows� encountered increased di�culty as the number of
depots grew� They considered as many as � depots in their problem sets� In ���� Laporte�
Nobert� and Taillefer ��� considered an exact algorithm to solve asymmetrical multi�depot
problems with up to �	 nodes� but there were no time windows and the number of depots
needed to be small� only two or three� Carpeneto et al� ��� also considered multiple depot
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problems with only two or three depots� but in this case the trips were already time�tabled�
so routing was not an issue� only scheduling� There have been a handful of papers aimed
at approaching the multi�depot vehicle problem heuristically� None of these considered time
window conditions� either� The most recent of these papers is Chao et al� ���� The authors
of this paper give a good description of the previous work done on the multi�depot problem�
as well as provide their test data�

In Section �� we describe two approaches in formulating our problem as a MIP� Section �
describes our heuristic� the way the test data are generated� and computational results�
Finally some remarks and observations are given in Section ��

� MIP Formulations

The main di�culty in formulating the problem relates to the inclusion of lunch breaks in the
model� We found only one reference in the literature to such constraints� Sans�o� Desrochers�
Desrosiers� Dumas� and Soumis ��� modeled lunch breaks as a special feature within a
column generation approach� Their model was less �exible than what we have proposed �
all breaks had to be taken within the same time window and last the same amount of time�
They then incorporated these conditions into the column generation procedure� rather than a
direct MIP model� We develop two mixed integer linear programming problem formulations�
both of which incorporate lunch breaks into the model� One model uses a two�index vehicle
�ow representation� while the other uses a three�index vehicle �ow representation� Both
of these approaches are common in the literature on vehicle routing problems with and
without time windows� The addition of lunch breaks in the model� though� is a new element�
The lunch breaks are handled the same way in both cases � a lunch node is created for each
nurse� made feasible for only the corresponding nurse� and given the appropriate time window
during which the beginning of lunch must be scheduled� Our computational results indicate
that the three�index vehicle �ow representation is clearly better suited to our methods� This
formulation tends to have more integer variables� fewer continuous variables� and far fewer
constraints� Since this is the model to which all computational results refer� we present here
only the three�index formulation of the problem� A note on the double�indexed formulation
can be found in the remarks section at the end of this paper�

��� Notation

Graph theory terminology used in this paper follows that of Cook� Cunningham� Pulleyblank
and Schrijver ���� The home health care problem can be de�ned on a simple� directed graph
G � �V�A�� The set of nodes� V � consists of three disjoint sets� �� a set N of nurses �or
health care providers�� ��� a set P of patients� and ��� a set L of lunches� The set of nurses is
made up of the disjoint union of full�time nurses� F � and part�time nurses� H� Each nurse has
a time window �ai� bi� in which he or she must begin and end his or her shift� �Throughout
this paper� times are recorded in minutes where the start of the day is 	 and the end of the
day is ��	�� Full�time nurses are salaried workers that get paid for some �xed length of time
each day� regardless of whether or not they are scheduled to work� These workers only incur
an additional cost ��� per amount of overtime that they are scheduled to work �overtime is
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taken to be the time past the standard shift length� SL�� Part�time nurses incur a cost ���
proportional to the total time that they work� De�ne a maximum shift length� MSL� that
limits the total time any nurse may work� Each patient in the set P has a duration� di� which
indicates the time it takes to provide health care at that patient� and a time window� �ai� bi��
where ai is the earliest time service may begin at patient i and bi is the latest time service
may begin at patient i� Included in the set P are the original patients of the problem plus a
dummy patient for each nurse� de�ned to be feasible only for its corresponding nurse� The
reason for these dummy patients will become clear in the discussion of the formulation� The
dummy patient corresponding to some nurse n is denoted by DP �n�� Each dummy patient�s
time window is de�ned to match the time window of its corresponding nurse� The set of
lunches consists of a unique lunch node for each nurse� where each lunch has a duration and
a time window as de�ned for each patient� Once again� the lunch corresponding to some
nurse n can be identi�ed using the notation L�n��

In order to be able to de�ne the set of arcs for the graph� we must �rst consider the time
window notation� Let tij denote the duration of service at node i plus the time it takes to
travel from i to j for every i� j � V � If i is a nurse node then the duration of service at i is
de�ned to be zero and tij represents only travel time� If either i or j is a lunch node� then
de�ne the value tij to be zero since any travel involved in a lunch break is considered to
be part of the break and therefore must take place within the known duration of the lunch
�denoted dL�n��� An ordered pair of nodes �i� j� are said to be time window compatible if
ai � tij � bj�

Thus� the set of arcs� A� is based on a notion of time window compatibility and feasibility�
The feasibility restrictions exist as a binary relationship between each nurse and every other
node� In other words� each nurse is either allowed or disallowed to visit a node in V � This
known relationship is entirely contained in the set of feasibility lists for each nurse�

Bn � fng � fL�n�g � fj � P � nurse n may visit patient jg� �n � N

By de�nition� there is only one lunch node and one dummy patient node that each nurse
is permitted to visit� Given the feasibility lists� an ordered triple �n� i� j� is de�ned to be
feasible if n is a nurse node and i and j are both nodes which n is permitted to visit and the
ordered pair �i� j� is time window compatible� Thus� the set A of arcs can be de�ned over
the set of feasible triples �n� i� j� in the graph� A given arc �n� i� j� starts at node i and ends
at node j� Thus� there may be more than one arc connecting a pair of nodes� Note that the
graph is not permitted to contain any loops �i� e� no arcs that start and end at the same
node� nor does it contain arcs between two nurse nodes or between two lunch nodes�

Several types of variables are needed to describe the model� Let xnij be a binary variable
de�ned on the set of arcs A� The interpretation of xnij is that xnij �  if nurse n travels from
node i to node j and xnij � 	 otherwise� The continuous variable yi indicates the starting
time at node i and is de�ned for all nodes in the graph� The variable zn is de�ned for n � N
and refers to the ending time of nurse n�s shift� The variable sn is de�ned only for n � F
and represents the slack in a full�time nurse�s shift�

For a set S of vertices in our directed graph� we de�ne the following notation� The set
��S� refers to the set of edges �i� j� such that i � S and j �� S and the set ��S� is the set of
edges �i� j� such that i �� S and j � S�
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��� Triple�Indexed formulation

The mixed integer programming problem de�ned on this graph is as follows�

Minimize �
X

n�F

�zn � yn � sn � dL�n� � SL� � �
X

n�H

�zn � yn� ��

subject to

x���L�n��� � � n � F ���

x���L�n��� � �� xn�DP �n��n�� n � H ���

x���n��� xnnL�n� � x���n�� � � n � N ���

x���i���
X

n�N

xniL�n� � x���i�� � � i � P ���

X

j�Bn

xnji �
X

j�Bn

xnij� n � N� i � P � Bn ���

xniL�n� � xnni �
X

j�P�Bn

xnji � 	� n � N� i � P �Bn � �

yi � tij � yj � �bi � tij � aj���
X

n�N��n�i�j��A

xnij�� i� j � P� i �� j ���

dL�n�xnnL�n� � yi � tin � zn � �dL�n� � bi � tin � an��� xnin��

n � N� i � P � Bn ���

yL�n� � dL�n� � yi � �bL�n� � dL�n� � ai��� xniL�n��� n � N� i � P � Bn �	�

yL�n� � dL�n� � zn � �bL�n� � dL�n� � an��� xnnL�n��� n � N ��

yn � yL�n� � �bn �


�
aL�n����� xnnDP �n� � xnDP �n�L�n��� n � N ���

yi � tij � yL�n� � �bi � tij �


�
aL�n����� xnij � xnjL�n���

n � N� i� j � P � Bn� i �� j ���

yi � tin � yL�n� � �bi � tin �


�
aL�n����� xnin � xnnL�n��� n � N� i � P �Bn����

yn � yDP �n�� n � N ���

yn � dL�n� � zn� n � F� ���

yn � zn� n � H � �

zn � yn � sn � dL�n� � SL � 	� sn � 	� n � F ���

zn � yn �MSL� n � N ���

an � yn� zn � bn n � N ��	�

ai � yi � bi� i � P � L ���

xnnDP �n� � � n � N ����

xe � f	� g� e � A ����

The objective function seeks to minimize the cost associated with the amount of overtime
and part�time work that is scheduled� Taken together� constraints ����� �� ���� and ����
guarantee that a feasible solution will be made up of at most two types of components�
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�� the �rst component� shown to the left in �gure � is a circuit containing in its �body�
one nurse node and two or more patient nodes� plus a �tail� connecting a lunch node and
a nurse or patient node of the circuit� and ��� a circuit containing only a part�time nurse
and it�s corresponding dummy patient� with the corresponding lunch node forced to be an
isolated node in the solution� Constraints ������� imply that every lunch node is either a
member of exactly one component of the �rst type� or it is an isolated node in the solution�
Due to constraint ���� a lunch node is adjacent to some node of a solution if and only if the
corresponding nurse is scheduled to work� This interpretation is correct given the following
observation� Since equation ���� ensures that each nurse visits his or her dummy patient
�rst� it is easy to determine if that nurse is actually scheduled to visit any real patients by
simply looking at the value of the arc from the dummy patient back to the nurse� If that
arc has value � then the nurse does not visit any other patients� This observation is used
in equation ��� to force a part�time nurse that does not visit any real patients to have a
corresponding lunch node that is not visited� Full�time nurses are always scheduled to visit
their lunch nodes since it is part of the regular shift length for which they are paid regardless
of the hours that they actually work� Every non�lunch node is a member of exactly one

Lunch NodeLunch Node

nurse

dummy
patient

part-time

Figure � The solid nodes represent either nurse or patient nodes linked
together to form the �body� of the main circuit� The lunch node is
either connected to the body by a �tail� if the body corresponds to a
full time nurse or a working part�time nurse� otherwise� the lunch node
is an isolated node in the solution�

circuit �i� e� a �body� of some component�� The inequalities in ��� require for each node
that the amount of �ow entering the node from any nurse n must equal the �ow out of
that node from nurse n� Thus� the body must be composed of arcs which correspond to
the same nurse n� The next constraint� � �� then forces the upper bound on any arc to a
lunch node k � L�n� from a feasible node i to be bounded by the amount of �ow coming
into node i from nurse n� Therefore� a lunch node can only be assigned to a route at node i
which is being serviced by the feasible nurse n for that lunch� So� each connected component
represents a feasible route for a speci�c nurse� These conditions restrict the solution set to
routes that contain only one nurse� one dummy patient� any number of patients which that
nurse is permitted to visit� and one lunch when the nurse is scheduled to visit more than
just the dummy patient or the nurse is full�time�

Constraints ������� and ���� enforce the time window and route constraints� Clearly�
������� bound the variables y and z within the appropriate time window feasibility con�
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straints� The constraints ������� are variations on the Miller�Tucker�Zemlin �MTZ� subtour
elimination constraints � � adapted for our model to include lunch nodes� All of these con�
straints are trivially true if any of the x variables on the right hand side of the constraint
equal zero� Thus� they are equivalent to the following�

xnij � �for any n � N�	 yi � tij � yj i� j � P� i �� j ����

xnin � 	 dL�n�xnnL�n� � yi � tin � zn� n � N� i � P � Bn ����

xniL�n� � 	 yL�n� � dL�n� � yi� n � N� i � P � Bn ����

xnnL�n� � 	 yL�n� � dL�n� � zn� n � N �� �

xnnDP �n� � xnDP �n�L�n� � 	 yn � yL�n�� n � N ����

xnij � xnjL�n� � 	 yi � tij � yL�n�� n � N� i �� j � P � Bn����

xnin � xnnL�n� � 	 yi � tin � yL�n�� n � N� i � P � Bn ��	�

Note that if a lunch node m is connected to some patient node j� then the start of lunch �ym�
must be at least the length of that lunch �dm� before the start time at node j �yj�� In such a
case� there must be some non�lunch node i such that the arc from i to j is traversed as well�
thus the start time of lunch ym must also be at least as large as yi�tij since service at patient
j may begin immediately after lunch� If a lunch node m is connected to its corresponding
nurse node n� then the lunch must be taken after the last patient visited by that nurse and
before the end of the nurse�s shift �zm�� Note that if a nurse travels to a lunch node from
some patient node i� then it immediately travels back to the same patient node from which
it came� This equates to a nurse taking his or her lunch break before providing service at
the patient node i� Given these constraints� it is easy to show that the variables y and z
have the correct interpretation in our model� We also adapted the extensions to the MTZ
constraints developed by Desrochers and Laporte � � and found that the addition of these to
our formulation generally improved performance of the solvers on the model�

The inequalities in ������� describe overtime for full�time nurses and limit the length
of any nurse�s shift to no longer than MSL� the maximum shift length�

This formulation is very large� Let n be the number of nurses and p be the number of
patients� then the number of variables and the number of constraints is O�np��� The more
constrained the problem is� though� the fewer variables are needed since in such a case there
will be fewer feasible nurses between pairs of nodes�

� Heuristics

The heuristic which we have chosen to implement is a very natural two�phase algorithm�
The �rst phase of the heuristic falls into the category of a parallel tour�building procedure
since it typically builds several routes simultaneously� The second phase attempts to make
improvements on the tours identi�ed in phase one� A few important observations about this
problem need to be made before describing the heuristic itself� First� note that the time
windows are assumed to be �hard�� In other words� if a nurse arrives at a patient�s home
prior to the earliest start time� ai� then it must wait at that patient until the beginning
of the time window before it may start servicing the patient� Similarly� service absolutely
must begin by the latest start time� bi� And �nally� recall from the formulation that for

 



patient j to follow patient i on some nurse�s route� the starting times� yi and yj� at i and j�
respectively� must satisfy the following conditions� ai � yi � bi� aj � yj � bj� yi � tij � yj�

In the �rst phase of our heuristic� feasible schedules� that is� collections of tours for each
nurse� are generated using a randomized greedy algorithm� This algorithm takes as input
the value of a random seed� as well as a number referring to the number of iterations to
perform� The procedure begins with an ordered list of patients� The actual order of the list
is varied from one iteration to the next� The list is �rst sorted by the patient time window
lower bounds and then sectioned into intervals of size s� The interval size s was determined
through computational experimentation on our data sets and in the �nal form is taken to be
p� p�	� p��� � �� ��  � or a random number between 	 and ��� Within each interval� the
order of the patients is randomly determined� Once the patient order is set� the algorithm
selects one patient at a time and attempts to insert it into some nurse�s schedule� In order
to accomplish this goal� the method examines each feasible nurse for the selected patient
and determines both the feasibility of visiting that patient next on the nurse�s schedule and
the feasibility of taking a lunch break next and then visiting that patient� This decision is
randomized by varying the amount of time a nurse is permitted to wait at each patient before
service may begin� This parameter was picked randomly from the set f	� �	� �	� �	� �	g at
each iteration� Thus� if the wait time parameter is set to zero for some iteration� then no
wait time is permitted anywhere in the schedule� If both options are feasible� this parameter
is also used to determine whether or not to take lunch prior to visiting the patient� If the
di
erence in the two schedules� times is less than or equal to the wait time parameter� than
the option including the lunch break is the one considered in the next step� We found that
this encourages the heuristic to schedule the lunch breaks as early as possible in the routes�
The next step is to insert the patient into the best possible nurse�s schedule� At the end
of each iteration of building a schedule� the overall best schedule is updated� A schedule
is deemed better than the current best schedule if �� there is no current best schedule�
��� the number of unscheduled patients in the schedule is smaller than the corresponding
number in the current best schedule� ��� if the number of scheduled patients is the same in
both schedules� but the new schedule has less scheduled overtime and part�time� or ��� the
number of patients scheduled and the sum of overtime and part�time are the same in both
schedules� but the amount of regular time or part�time scheduled is smaller than the current
best schedule�s regular time or part�time�

Once the best schedule is found with the randomized greedy algorithm� the second phase
of our heuristic attempts to �nd improvements to this solution� Each time a re�solve is
referred to in this phase� it refers to sending a problem with possibly �xed elements of the
schedule and a known current best solution back to the phase one algorithm�

First� a form of local search is performed in the following manner�


 Select � nurses� i and j� such that at least one nurse is scheduled to work overtime or
part�time�


 Free the patients on both nurse�s routes while �xing all other patients in the schedule�


 Re�solve� both allowing and disallowing the nurses i and j to be scheduled�


 Keep the best known schedule created thus far�
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The idea behind this procedure is to provide local �x�ups in small portions of the solution�
Next� an attempt is made to improve the current best solution by tightening the schedule�

For each scheduled nurse� determine the �rst point in his�her route that the nurse is forced
to wait� Fix all of the patients on the route prior to this point and free all of the rest� So�
if a route has no waiting time� then all of the patients are �xed along that route� Note that
other patients may be added at the end of the route prior to the nurse�s return trip home�
This reduced problem can now be re�solved�

At this point in the heuristic� the question is asked whether or not there are still unsched�
uled patients in the best known solution� If the answer is yes� then there are two procedures�
insert and shu!e� which are performed in an attempt to schedule all of the patients� The
insert procedure is a very basic attempt to insert each unvisited patient into feasible nurse�s
routes� Typically this procedure is not especially bene�cial� so it becomes necessary to shuf�
�e other patients around to make room for the unvisited patient� The shu!e procedure in
this heuristic considers each feasible nurse n for each unvisited patient� plost� until either all
feasible nurses for plost have been considered or plost is placed in some route� For this nurse
n� consider each patient p on n�s route� If it is possible to insert p into some other nurse�s
route� then do the insertion� followed by a check to see if plost can now be inserted into nurse
n�s route� If plost was inserted into the schedule� then the shu!e procedure succeeded in
this case and continues with the remaining unvisited patients� If plost was not inserted� then
advance p to the next patient on the route �or if no other patients on the route� consider the
next feasible nurse�s route� and repeat�

Now� the question of whether all the patient have been scheduled is asked again� If
there still exists unscheduled patients� the algorithm terminates and reports the incomplete
schedule� Otherwise� it continues with the tour improvement procedures that it performs if
the schedule is complete without the insert and shu!e procedures�

The �rst of these is a procedure aimed at minimizing the time schedules for the given
tours� The time schedule for each nurse�s tour is made to be minimal by using the results
on optimality of a time schedule by Florkiewicz and Kulej ��� At the same time� a check
is made to see if the lunch should be moved in the schedule� Recall that the �rst phase of
the heuristic favors inserting lunches as early as possible� Sometimes a route can be greatly
improved by simply moving the lunch� So� without changing the order a nurse visits assigned
patients the actual time may be reduced�

The second procedure seeks to reduce the maximum waiting time at a patient so long as
that patient is visited by a part�time nurse� Given a schedule� the patient with the maximum
waiting time by the nurse assigned to him or her is determined� If that patient is visited
by a part�time nurse� then reducing the waiting time by that nurse can reduce the overall
amount of part�time labor required� so it is sent to the procedure� Similarly� if the patient
is visited by a nurse that works overtime� then there exists the possibility of reducing the
amount of overtime� If removing this patient from his or her assigned nurse reduces the
amount of part�time or overtime in the nurse�s tour� then the patient is removed� Then�
if the patient can be inserted into another feasible nurse�s schedule with a cost in terms of
part�time and overtime which is less than the initial gain� the reduction is complete� If not�
then the patient is returned to the original nurse�s tour� If there is only one other patient on
the nurse�s tour� then this patient can be removed and tested for a better insertion place in
an attempt to improve the overall solution� as well� This procedure can be called repeatedly�
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Figure �� This �owchart describes the steps involved in the heuristic�

	



so long as the total amount of overtime and part�time labor in the best solution is reduced at
each step� At the end of the loop to reduce the maximum waiting time� the abovementioned
tour minimizing procedure is run on the best solution�

The last procedure is labeled as an isolated patient swap� Oftentimes� the procedure
to reduce wait times will contribute to the creation of tours in which nurses visit only one
patient� This procedure takes such isolated patients and attempts to insert them into other
feasible nurse�s tours� If inserting the patient into the tour makes the new tour feasible and
reduces the objective value� then the procedure ends� Otherwise� the new tour was made
infeasible� and it is checked to see if moving one of the original patients onto the schedule
of the nurse that was assigned to visit the isolated patient is a feasible option� If this swap
is feasible and improves the overall solution� than it is performed� The entire process is
repeated while improvements are found� At the end� the tour minimizing procedure is once
again applied to the best solution�

��� Results from Heuristic

We tested our heuristic on two types of data sets� The �rst type of data we randomly
generate using the following rules�

� All lunch breaks have a length of �	 minutes�

�� The �x� y��coordinates of the nurses� and patients� homes are supplied by the user� The
traveling time between two points is an adjusted Euclidean distance� To be precise�
the times are adjusted so that all of the traveling times are between 	 minutes and
�	 minutes�

�� The service time required at each patient is chosen at random from 	 minutes to �	
minutes with � minutes as the step size�

�� The patient time windows are chosen at random from �	� �	� to ���	� 	�	� with �	
minutes as the step size�

�� To increase the chance of the existence of a feasible solution� a predetermined number
of part�time nurses �usually one� have �	� ��	� as both the work time window and the
lunch time window� Furthermore� they are compatible with every non�dummy patient�

�� The time windows for all other nurses are chosen at random from �	� ��	� to ���	� ��	�
with �	 minutes as the step size�

 � The lunch time windows for these nurses depend on the corresponding nurse�s time
window� If �a� b� is the nurse�s time window� then the lunch time window for the nurse
is de�ned to be �a� �	� b� �	��

�� Given a nurse and a patient� the probability of them being compatible is �� �unless
the nurse is one of the part�time nurses already de�ned to be compatible with all
non�dummy patients��





Table � Heuristic results on data sets with � full�time nurses� � part�time nurses� 	 patients
Heuristic Cplex Heuristic Cplex

Case Best Opt sec� Gap Case Best Opt sec� Gap
 ��� ��� ����� �� � ��� �	�  ���� ���
� �� ��� �����  �� �� �� �� ���� 	 ���

� �	� ��� �� ��� �� �� ��� ���  ���� ���

� ��	 ��	 �	�� ��� �� �	� �	� ����� ���

� ��� ��� ������ ��� �� ��	 ��	 �� �� ���

� � � ��� � ��� ��� �� �� �	� ���� ��
 �  �� �	��� ��� � �� �� ���	� ���

� ��� ��� ���	� ��� �� ��� ��� ����� ���

� ��� ��� ����� ��� �� ��� �� ���� ���
	 �� � ������ �� �	 ��� ��� �� ��� ���

 ��� �� ������ ��� � ��� �� ���	 ���
� ��� ��� �		�� ��� �� ��� ��� 	���� ���

� �� �� ���� �� �� ��	 ��	 ������ ���

� �	 �� ��	� ��� �� ��� ��� �	���� �	
� ��� ��� ����� ��� �� ��� �� �	���� ���
� ��� ��� � ���� ��� �� �	� �	� �	��� ���

 �	� �	� ������ ��� � �	� �	� �		� � ���

� �  �   ���� ��� �� �� �� ����  ���

� ��	 �	 ���� ��� �� ��� � � � ���� ���
�	 � � � � ��	�� ��� �	 �� �� 	����� ���

We ran our test data on a Sun UltraSparc I �� MHz machine with �� MB of memory� The
largest problem instance of this type that CPLEX was able to solve using the MIP solver
contained � regular nurses� � part�time nurses� and 	 patients� With dummy patients and
lunch nodes� this corresponds to a problem on a graph with �� vertices� We tested the
heuristic on �	 di
erent problem instances generated with 	 di
erent seed values for �
di
erent input �les� Since the heuristic takes a random seed and the number of iterations as
input each time it is run� we used three di
erent input �les to generate three solutions for
each problem instance� One �le contained the value 	 for the iteration parameter and the
other two �les used the value 		� Each �le contained a di
erent random seed value� The
best solution value out of the three runs is reported in Table  under �Heuristic Best�� The
optimal value and the time CPLEX required to determine it are reported next� and �nally the
percentage optimality gap between the heuristic value and the optimal value can be found in
the last column� The time the heuristic took to run is less than a second in all cases� Upon
closer examination of the �ve instances with an optimality gap greater than 	"� we found
that our heuristic solutions could be made optimal by a sequence of patient moves from one
schedule to another without further rearrangement of the tour� �The isolated patient swap
considers only a special case of this type of move�� Any procedure which attempts to consider
all such patient moves would have a high level of complexity due to the multi�depot� time
window� and lunch�constrained nature of the problem� We tried to avoid this cumbersome
and timely type of procedure by using the randomness inherent in our heuristic to combat

�



this type of problem�
Unfortunately� it is not possible to evaluate the heuristic�s performance on larger data

sets� since we have no means to determine the optimal solution in such cases� We do�
however� have three problem instances that were given to us by the Fortune �		 company
which originally brought us this problem� These are generated instances� as well� but details
on the rules used to generate them were not provided� We do know that this company
developed its own heuristic for the problem as well� and their method was able to �nd a
solution for instance A with some di�culty� could not determine if instance B is solvable�
and solved instance C easily� From the results in Table �� it appears that our heuristic did at
least as well as the company�s heuristic� Neither method could �nd a solution for instance B�
but in our case� we could supply a partial solution that excludes only � out of �		 patients�

Table �� Heuristic results on outside company data sets

Case num�nurses num�patients unvisited time �sec�
A �	 �� 	 �	
B ��� �		 �  ��	
C ��� �		 	 		�	

� Remarks

��� Double�Indexed Formulation

As was previously mentioned� this problem has a formulation that uses only O�n�� integer
variables� For example� Kulkarni and Bhave ���� with corrections by Laporte ���� and
Laporte et al� ��� gave such formulations for other vehicle routing problems� We now
provide an alternative formulation applicable to our problem�

Minimize �
X

n�F

�zn � yn � sn � dL�n� � SL� � �
X

n�H

�zn � yn� ���

subject to

x���L�n��� �  n � F ����

x���L�n��� � �� xDP �n��n� n � H ����

x���i���
X

k�L

xik � x���i�� �  i � N � P ����

yi � tij � yj � �bi � tij � aj��� xij�� i� j � P� or i � N� j � P � Bi� i �� j ����

dL�n�xnL�n� � yi � tin � zn � �dL�n� � bi � tin � an��� xin�� n � N� i � P � Bn����

yj � dj � yi � �bj � dj � ai��� xij�� i � P� j � L �� �

yL�n� � dL�n� � zn � �bL�n� � dL�n� � an��� xnL�n��� n � N ����

yi � tij � yk � �bi � tij �


�
ak���� xij � xjk� i � N � P� j � P� k � L� i �� j ����

�

I I I I I I 



yi � tin � yL�n� � �bi � tin �


�
aL�n����� xin � xnL�n��� i � P� n � N ��	�

yn � dL�n� � zn� n � F ���

yn � zn� n � H ����

zn � yn � sn � dL�n� � SL � 	� sn � 	� n � F ����

zn � yn �MSL� n � N ����

�nj � �ni � � xij� �i� j� � A� n � N ����

�nj � �nn � � n � N� j � �P �N � L�nBn ����

xnDP �n� � � n � N �� �

an � yn� zn � bn n � N ����

ai � yi � bi� i � P � L ����

xe � f	� g� e � A ��	�

Note that a solution from the triple�indexed formulation could be made feasible to the
above formulation with the following assignment� xij �

P
n�N xnij� Without a separate arc

for each nurse between two points in the graph in the double�indexed formulation� we must
now restrict the solution set so that each main circuit has only one �feasible� nurse node and
only one �tail�� This is guaranteed by the shortest paths constraints ���� and ����� To see
this� let we �  � xe� Let v a particular nurse�node and u be any other node� Then they
are in the same component if and only if there exists a path of weight 	 from v to u� Since
the weight function is integral� if a path is not of weight 	� it is of weight at least � So they
are in di
erent components if and only if the shortest path from v to u is at least � Let
f�t � t � V g be a set of values� known as feasible potentials� satisfying �b � �a � wa�b for
every edge �a� b�� Then it is well�known �and easy to show� that the value of a shortest path
from v to u is at least �u � �v� Hence if we have a set of feasible potentials with the extra
condition that �u � �v � � then u and v are in di
erent components�

��� Cutting Planes

A natural and popular method in solving integer programming problems arising from a
combinatorial problem is the cutting plane method� We have implemented a cutting plane
algorithm based on the subtour �x���S�� � � S � P �� blossom and comb inequalities� These
correspond to the inequalities with the same name in the symmetric traveling salesman
polytope� STSP� However� special care must be taken as there are more restrictions on the
validity of the inequalities in our setting� The separation algorithm for subtour inequalities
is a standard application of the max�ow algorithm� To separate the blossom inequality� we
modi�ed the algorithm of Padberg and Gr#otschel ��� which is based on �nding a minimum
T�cut� The heuristic for separating comb inequalities is a modi�cation based on Gr#otschel
and Holland ���� We note that additional modi�cations are required since there are more
restrictions on the validity of these inequalities in our problem� The actual modi�cations
and details can be found in Cheng and Rich ����

Although this set of separation procedures are known to work well for the STSP� it
does not produce the desired e
ect here� For the examples that we have tried� although
many violated inequalities are found over the entire branch�and�bound search tree� only

�
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a handful are found in each iteration� Moreover� about 	" of these actually changed
the objective function value in the triple�indexed formulation� and �" of these violated
inequalities actually changed the objective function value in the double�indexed formulation�
Perhaps more disappointing is the fact that in these examples� the total number of search
nodes with or without cutting planes are essentially the same� So it appears that such a
natural implementation of the cutting plane procedures is not e
ective in this setting�
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